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Professional-grade stainless steel  construction

Conveniently-located 
on/off switch

Durable handles for 
easy support

Thermal protector  prevents overheating

Drain valve (on 
models  T-6,  T-8  & 
T-12)  speeds up 
draining for cleanup

Thermostat 
allows for precise 
user-adjustable 
temperature

Sturdy stainless steel 
plastic covered wire rack

Fully coved bottom  promotes easy cleaning

Insulated units (T-8 & T-12  models  only)

Locking galvanized steel 
and rubber casters  
(on mobile models)

Our Thermalators feature —

Manufactured from recycled materials

MOIST HEAT THERAPY
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The Little Therm is a miniature of the Thermalator 
with a four-pack punch. This unit features a clean 
aesthetic design.  Best of all, this product is 
economically priced, and able to satisfy the most 
demanding professionals.

heating unit LT-4

A - length - in (mm) 8-5/8 (219)

B - width - in (mm) 13-1/4 (336)

C - height - in (mm) 14-1/2 (368)

thermal-packs included 4 standard

preview

Model LT-4
Little Therm

Models

The depth of the Thermalator moist heat therapy line offers a unit specific to every kind of 
treatment setting. Sterile stainless steel stores and maintains Thermal Packs at a consistent heat, 
which penetrates deep into the muscles to relieve pain and improve circulation. 

A

C

B

NEW!

 Manufactured  from recycled  materials.             

  per  US & Canada  Medical  Standards;  UL 60601-1 & CSA  C22.2  No.  601.1
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MOIST HEAT THERAPY

NOTE: Wire racks, Thermal-Packs and filler hose included with every unit (Filler Hose not included on model T-4-S).  

Various combinations and sizes of Thermal-Packs are available. 

220V models also available (ET-4-S, ET-6-S, ET-8-S, ET-8-M, ET-12-M).

Thermalators ®  Moist Heating Units

T-4-S

T-8-S

T-6-S

T-8-M T-12-M

heating unit T-4-S T-6-S T-8-S T-8-M T-12-M

A - length - in (mm) 10 (254) 15 (381) 16 (406) 16 (406) 16 (406)

B - width - in (mm) 8 (203) 12 (305) 18 (457) 18 (457) 24 (610)

C - height - in (mm) 15 (381) 21 (533) 18 (457) 32 (813) 32 (813)

thermal-packs included 4 standard

1 cervical,  
2 oversize,  
3 standard 8 standard 8 standard 12 standard

preview

Models

Whitehall Thermalators maintain a constant water temperature and come standard with exposed heating 
elements. These units provide for comfortable and effective moist heat therapy, promoting both easy 
cleaning and safety. The tank body, lid, bottom and tank housing are all made from type 304 stainless steel 
for years of trouble-free use. The color coded Thermal-Packs fit onto a sturdy stainless steel, vinyl coated 
wire rack. Inside the unit is a heating element and temperature sensor. Bottom feet keep the unit from 
slipping and from marring the surface of the countertops. Units have a snap-off thermal protector to prevent 
overheating. A drain valve located on the back of most units makes them easy to clean.

The Thermalator is offered in sizes that accommodate 4, 6, 8, or 12 hot packs. All units have coved bottoms 
and are thermostatically controlled. T-4-S, T-6-S and T-8-S are supplied as counter top models. T-8-M and 
T-12-M are supplied as mobile models with 4 caster weels (2 are locking).

 Manufactured  from recycled  materials.             

  per  US & Canada  Medical  Standards;  UL 60601-1 & CSA  C22.2  No.  601.1

  per  European  Standards;  IEC  60601-1  
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Thermal-Packs contain a filling that evenly distributes and retains heat 
for up to 30 minutes. Heavy-duty nylon thread keeps them durable; 
100 percent cotton makes them comfortable.

Moist Heat Therapy Packs

therapy  
pack TST1 TCV1 TOV1 TSL2 TSL1 THF1 TKS1 TMY1 TCB1

length  
- in (mm) 12 (305) 24 (610) 15 (381) 10 (254) 10 (254) 5 (127) 10 (254) 23 (585) 24 (610)

height  
- in (mm) 10 (254) --- 24 (610) 24 (610) 18 (458) 12 (305) 20 (508) --- 23 (585)

size standard cervical oversize spinal spinal half
knee/  
shoulder myofacial cervi-back

Thermal Pack Covers

Terry & Foam Filled units

Models

Terry covers offer even greater comfort and sanitation, and are easily 
removed from Velcro enclosures to wash and use again.

terry ATC4 ATC2 ATC6
foam filled FTC4 FTC2 FTC6

size standard cervical oversize

preview

Models TOV1 &TCV1
Oversized & cervical packs

Model ATC2
Cervical terry cover with TCV1

Models ATC4
Standard size terry cover
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MOIST HEAT THERAPY

Thermalator Moist Heating Unit Accessories

Thermal-Pack ®  Cover Drying Racks

Thermal-pack drying racks are an 
economical and efficient way to dry 
Thermal-Pack terry covers. Racks 
are made from corrosive-resistant 
stainless steel. Available in four or six 
hanger configurations.

hooks 4 6
model TDR-4 TDR-6

preview

TDR-4
4-Hook drying rack

-EG Enviro-Glaze®

This coating creates a smooth, protective exterior color finish. Some color choices 
feature a slight orange peel texture which will not bubble, endures impact and is 
chip resistant. Enviro-Glaze gives you the durability of stainless steel in a choice of 
decorative colors.

USAGE: All Thermalators

-IW4, IW6 Insulating Wrap

This long lasting, commercial-
grade grey vinyl cover insulates the 
Thermalator and cuts energy use in 
half. It easily installs with Velcro® 
and keeps the exterior surface cool 
to the touch.

USAGE: IW4 - Thermal Pack T-4-S

              IW6 - Thermal Pack T-6-S

-STR-1 Side Table Rack

This table is a helpful addition to 
mobile Thermalators. It comes with 
three shelves for storing items like 
bottles or Thermal-Pack covers.

USAGE:  T-8-M  & T-12-M  Thermalators

-SBW Side Bottle Warmers

This rack holds (3) 8-ounce dispensing 
bottles and affixes to the front of the 
unit to absorb radiated heat in order 
to warm massage oil or ultrasound 
lotions.

USAGE:  T-4-S  & T-6-S  Thermalators

Manufactured from recycled materials.

Manufactured from recycled materials.

Manufactured from recycled materials


